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Abstract 
 

The automatic retrieval of medical images is essential to build comprehensive 

semantic archives, which is used for enhancing the physician education, and 

biomedical research. Still, the researchers are facing a few challenges like 
time consuming and tedious for accomplishing a better retrieval system. The 

main aim of this study is to develop a new feature selection and classification 

algorithm for improving the accuracy of image retrieval. At first, the input 
images were collected from Liver Tumor Segmentation Challenge (LiTS) 

database. Then, the feature extraction was performed by utilizing Speeded up 

Robust Features (SURF) and Local Ternary Pattern (LTP) to extract the 

features from non-tumor and tumor Computerized Tomography (CT) scans. 
Additionally, modified reliefF algorithm was utilized for rejecting the 

irrelevant features from the extracted feature vectors. In modified reliefF 

algorithm, city block distance measure was utilized in place of Manhattan 
distance measure for finding the nearest hit and miss instances, because it 

requires minimum time to decide the distance among instances. At last, Long 

short-term memory (LSTM) and Euclidean distance were used for classifying 
and retrieving the relevant images from the dataset. Experimental 

consequence exhibited that the proposed model improved the retrieval 

accuracy up to 2.79% related to the existing research work: manifold 

learning. 
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1 Introduction 

In recent periods, liver tumor is one of the growing diseases in the 
medical field, where the images provide extensive characteristics of the 

disease, which helps clinicians in improved decision making. Therefore, the 

Content Based Medical Image Retrieval (CBMIR) has gained more interest 

among the researchers, due to the development of medical image [1]. Hence, 
retrieving the CT images with same visual features assists the clinicians in 

discerning the class of lesion and also helps in opting the proper treatment 

planning [2-3]. In CBMIR system, feature indexing and representation are 
the two essential stages [4]. In feature representation, enormous low and high 

level image feature vectors are obtained from the medical images for 

representing the disease precisely [5]. The low level feature vectors are 

colour, texture and shape, and the high level features are binary patterns, 
principal component analysis, linear discriminant analysis, etc. Similarly, 

feature indexing schemes includes correlation distance, Euclidean distance, 

etc. However, the effective CBMIR system depends on proper feature 
selection with a suitable discriminative metric. Traditional CBMIR systems 

are ineffective in retrieving the relevant images, due to the more semantic 

space between the low and global level features. 

To address this problem, an effective CBMIR system is proposed for 

achieving good performance in image retrieval. At first, the CT images were 

acquired from LiTS database and then Contrast Limited Adaptive Histogram 

Equalization (CLAHE) was applied for denoising the collected images. The 
CLAHE calculates several histograms from the images to redistribute the 

lightness image pixel values that effectively improves the edges and contrast 

of the medical images. Then, feature extraction was performed by utilizing 
SURF, and LTP for extracting the feature vectors from the enhanced images. 

After attaining the hybrid features, modified reliefF algorithm was applied 

for reducing the dimensions of the extracted features. In modified reliefF 
algorithm, city block distance measure was utilized in place of Manhattan 

distance measure to identify the nearest hit and miss instances. Hence, the 

city block distance measure utilizes only a low number of feature vectors to 

represent the data that significantly lessens the “curse of dimensionality” 
concern. Then, the selected feature vectors were fed to LSTM classifier to 

classify the non-tumor and tumor images. After classification, Euclidean 

distance measure was used for retrieving the relevant non-tumor and tumor 
images, as per the user query image.  Finally, the proposed model 

performance was related with a previous research work by means of fall-out, 

accuracy, precision, recall, and miss rate. 
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This article is organized as follows. Several researcher papers are 
surveyed in the section 2. In section 3, the explanation about the undertaken 

methods are detailed with mathematical expression. The experimental 

analysis of the proposed system is performed in the section 4. At last, the 
conclusion is done in the section 5. 

 

2 Literature Survey 
 

Pandian&Balasubramanian, [6] developed a new texture based fusion 
model for CBMIR by using T2 and T1 weighted Magnetic Resonance 

Imaging (MRI) scans. Initially, the shape and texture feature vectors were 

extracted from the collected images. Then, particle swarm optimizer and 

genetic algorithm were combined for choosing the active feature vectors 
from the texture and shape features. At last, extreme learning machine and 

deep neural network were accomplished for classifying the brain tumors 

based on the selected features. The combination of both low and high level 
features leads to high semantic gap that results in poor retrieval rate. 

Shinde et al. [7] developed a new wavelet descriptor; Local 

Neighborhood based Wavelet Feature Descriptor (LNWFD) for CBMIR. At 

first, triplet half band filtering technique was utilized for single 
decomposition. Then, the relation between the wavelet coefficients were 

analysed by using 3 ×  3 window, because it details more information. From 

the experimental investigation, the developed descriptor was robust against 
illumination conditions. In this work, Manhattan distance measure was 

utilized to calculate the relationship between the query feature vectors and 

feature vectors of database. In contrast, the developed work failed to achieve 
better retrieval accuracy in a large medical dataset. 

Ma et al. [8] developed a new approach for CBMIR by fusing the context 

sensitive similarity. Initially, the semantic and visual similarities of query and 

database medical images were combined on the basis of pairwise similarity. 
Then, a weighted graph was constructed in that edge measures the pairwise 

similarity and node indicates the images. Here, a new similarity measure was 

obtained between the query and database medical images by utilizing the 
shortest path algorithm in order to complete the retrieval procedure. The 

developed system was verified on CT Imaging Signs of Lung Diseases 

(CISLs) database and attained better computation efficiency and retrieval 

results. In this work, the training and testing process requires manual 
intervention, which needed to be automated. 

 Wei et al. [9] presented a new CBIR system for diagnosing the lung 

nodules. In this literature, two similarity metrics (visual similarity and 
semantic relevance) were developed for measuring the similarity of 

dissimilar nodules. Initially, search the 𝐾 most similar reference Region of 

Interests (ROIs) for every queried ROI and then weight the retrieved ROI on 
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the basis of visual similarity of the queried ROI. The developed system was 

not suitable for thermography and radiography images. 
Shamna et al. [10] developed an unsupervised CBMIR system on the 

basis of spatial matching. The developed system significantly determines the 

spatial similarity between the visual words by utilizing skip similarity index.  

In this work, the developed system was verified on three large medical 
databases such as IRMA 2009, Kvasir, and multimodal dataset, which 

reveals promising results related to the existing techniques. Hence, the 

location based visual word correlation attains more efficient and accurate 
retrieval than the existing CBMIR systems. If the number of collected images 

were low, the developed CBMIR system significantly lessen the retrieval 

performance. 

Mirasadi&Foruzan [11] developed an effective CBMIR system for liver 
lesion retrieval. In this work, entropy, contrast, correlation, homogeneity, 

intensity, and energy features were applied to extract the features from 

images. By using correlation graph distance, the similarity between the 
training and testing images were identified and matched. From the 

experimental study, the developed system attained significant performance in 

retrieving the relevant images by means of precision, recall, and retrieval 
accuracy. The developed system performance was highly degraded in the 

conditions like illumination and colour variations. In order to address the 

above highlighted concerns, a new automated system is developed in this 

article to improve the performance of CBMIR. 
 

3 Proposed System 
 

Due to the advances in medical imaging field, CBMIR gained more 

interest among the researchers’ community. Currently, the neuro medical 

imaging techniques; mammogram, MRI, X-ray, CT, etc, are developed in 
enormous numbers.  

So, CBMIR systems came into existence to search and index the large 

medical imaging dataset that helps in accurate and fast disease diagnosis. 
Recently, most of the existing systems returns a set of unrelated medical 

images that leads to misdiagnosis. So, an effective automated CBIMIR 

model is proposed in this paper for overcoming the above highlighted 
concern. The proposed CBMIR model comprises of six steps such as image 

acquisition, image denoising, feature extraction, feature selection, 

classification and similarity matching. The working flow of the proposed 

CBMIR model is indicated in figure 1. The explanation about the proposed 
CBMIR model is detailed below. 
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Figure 1.Working flow of the proposed CBMIR model 

 
3.1 Image Collection 

 

At first, the input liver images are collected from LiTS dataset, which 
contains 201 CT images for the abdomen, and 194 CT images for liver 

lesions. The undertaken database is collected from seven clinical and 

academic institutions around the world. In this research work, twenty 
percentage of the images are used for testing and eighty percentage of the 

images are utilized for training.  

 

3.2 Image Denoising 
 

After data collection, pre-processing is carried-out by utilizing CLAHE 

algorithm for enhancing the quality of collected images. CLAHE algorithm 
utilizes an enhancement function over all transformed functions and 

neighbourhood pixels to segment the foreground part from the background 

region with low noise and improved background contrast. In addition, 
CLAHE algorithm improves the contrast distribution parameters, which is 
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utilized for shape histogram equalization. Initially, determine the input values 

(total number of rows and columns, number of bins employed in transform 
function, distribution parameter, etc.) from the collected images. Then, 

generate the gray level mapping and clipped histogram in the contextual 

pixel regions. Mathematically, the CLAHE algorithm is indicated in equation 

(1). 
 

navg =
ncr−xp×ncr−yp

ngray
                                                                                    (1) 

 

Where,navg is denoted as average pixels, ngray is indicated as gray level 

in contextual region, ncr − xp and ncr − yp is indicated as number of image 

pixels inx and y direction of contextual region. After calculating the actual 

clip-limitncl, equation (1) is updated as shown in equation (2). 

 

ncl = nclip × navg                                                                                         (2) 

 

At last, the gray level mapping are combined by utilizing four image 
pixel clusters, where the resulting CT image is the denoised image. 

Graphically, the denoised image is denoted in figure 2. 

 

 
Figure 2. Sample CT image (a) input image, (b) enhanced image 

 

3.3 Feature Extraction 
 
After denoising the images, feature extraction is accomplished for 

extracting the feature values. Here, hybrid feature descriptor is employed for 

extracting the useful information from the denoised CT images. The hybrid 

feature descriptor includes SURF, and LTP.  
 

 

3.3.1 Speeded up Robust Feature  
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SURF is a global feature descriptor which is mostly utilized in the 
medical applications. The SURF feature descriptor contains three major 

phases; integral image generation, interest point description, and point 

localization. On the basis of scale space theory, the key points are detected 

from the CT images. For extracting the features from denoised CT imageI, 
SURF feature uses a fast Hessian detector. In this descriptor, the hessian 

matrix is calculated for every pixel in the CT imageI, which is denoted in 

equation (3). 
 

H(X, σ) = {
Cxx(X, σ) Cxy(X, σ)

Cyx(X, σ) Cyy(X, σ)
}                                                                (3) 

 

Where, X is indicated as CT image points, σ is represented as scale, and 

Cxx,xy,yx,yy are denoted as Gaussian Second Order Derivatives (GSOD) of 

image. In SURF feature descriptor, a simple box filtering technique is used as 

an approximation of convolution GSOD in denoised image that effectively 

reduces the system complexity. In this scenario, the box filtering technique is 

determined by utilizing integral CT imagesBxx,Byy, and Bxy. The 

approximate determinant of hessian matrix H is used for identifying the key-
points that is mathematically represented in equation (4). 

 

Det[H(X, σ)] = BxxByy − (0.912Bxy)2                                                       (4) 

 

Where, 0.912 is used for stabling the hessian matrix. The SURF feature 

descriptor applies box filtering approach on the CT image to match the 

interest points for achieving scale invariance. The hessian matrix determinant 

is identified at several scales and then 3 × 3 × 3 neighborhood non-

maximum suppression is used to find the maxima. However, SURF scale σ 

and key point locations are obtained with reference to the maximum 

variables. By utilizing Haar-wavelet response, the orientation is assigned to 
the obtained key points with the radius of 6s, where s is indicated as 

sampling step. 

The final phase in SURF feature descriptor is to extract the descriptor at 

the selected key-points. The square size is divided into 4 × 4 sub-regions, 

where every sub-region is further categorized into 5 × 5 space points. At 

every point, the vertical and horizontal Harr wavelet response dy and dx are 

evaluated. Though, the Haar wavelet response generates 4 dimensional 
vectors for every sub-region that is mathematically stated in equation (5). 

Finally, all the sub-regions are combined into vectors that results in sixty-

four dimensional vector at every key-points.  

 

v = (∑ dx , ∑ dy , ∑|dx| , ∑|dy|                                                                     
(5) 
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LTP is an extension of Local Binary Pattern (LBP) that utilizes a 
thresholding constant for thresholding the pixels into three variables. Let us 

consider, k as a thresholding constant, p as a neighborhood image pixels, and 

c as a center pixel value. The result of the thresholding is determined in 

equation (6). 
 

{

1 ifp > 𝑐 + 𝑘
0 ifp > 𝑐 − 𝑘𝑎𝑛𝑑𝑝 < 𝑐 + 𝑘

−1 ifp < 𝑐 − 𝑘
                                                                 (6) 

 

In this scenario, each and every threshold image pixel has one of the 

three variables and the neighborhood image pixels are pooled after 
thresholding into a ternary pattern. By calculating the ternary histogram 

variables results in a huge range, so the ternary patterns are divided into two 

binary patterns. Hence, the histogram variables are combined for generating a 
descriptor, which is very successful in the application of CBMIR. The basic 

idea of LTP is to transform the image pixel intensity space to order space, 

where the order of image pixel is utilized for creating a monotonic invariant 

code for every CT image. Further, modified reliefFis employed for choosing 
the active feature values from the extracted features. 

 

3.4 Modified Relieff Algorithm for Feature Selection 
 

In this study, modified reliefF is used to select the active features from 

the extracted features that help in attaining better image retrieval. Firstly, the 

modified reliefFchooses the instances riand identifiesknearest neighbors in 

the different class is called as nearest miss Mj instances and in the same class 

is called as nearest hitHjinstances. Generally, Manhattan distance measure is 

utilized for findingMj and Hjinstances. In this work, city block distance 

measure is utilized in place of Manhattan distance measure for finding 

Mjand Hj. The advantage of city block distance measure is it requires only 

limited feature vectors for achieving accurate neighbourhood selection for 

better image retrieval. Then, update the quality estimation W[A] for all the 

attributesA on the basis of ri, Hj, andMj.  If Hj and ri have different values, A 

is divided into 2 instances with dissimilar classes that maximizesW[A]. If Hj 

and ri have similar values, A is divided into 2 instances with similar classes 

which minimizesW[A]. Though, entire mechanism is continued for m times, 

where mis denoted as user determined parameter which is 25. In modified 

reliefF, W[A] is updated utilizing the equations (7), (8), and (9). 

 

W[A] = W[A] + (M̅ + H̅)/25                                                                        (7)     
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Where,   

H̅ = − ∑ D (A, ri , Hj)/kk
j=1                                                                      (8) 

 

M̅ = ∑ [(
P(C)

1−P(cl(ri))
) ∑ D (A, ri , Mj(C))] /kk

j=1C≠cl(ri)                                    (9) 

 

Where, cl(ri) is denoted as class of ith sample, P(C) is indicated as 

previous class,C is stated as total classes,riis denoted as instancesandD is the 

distance between selected instancesri. 

 

3.5 Classification of Non-tumor and Tumor Images 
 

After selecting the optimal features, classification is carried-out by using 

LSTM that classifies the tumor and non-tumor CT liver images. In LSTM 

classifier, the input data is indicated as x = (x1, x2 . . . xT), and output data is 

represented as y = (y1, y2 , . . . , yT), where, T is indicated as prediction time. 

Due to the change in input data behavior, the parameters are not fixed.Based 
on the prior data, the optimal values are determined with-out representing the 

previous steps, which is a major benefit of LSTM classifier. In order to 

achieve the above mentioned objective, travel time is computed iteratively 
using the equations (10-15). 

 

it = Θ(Wixxt + Wℑmt−1 + WicCt−1 + bi)                                              (10) 

  

ft = Θ(WfxXt + Wfmmt−1 + WfcCt−1 + bf)                                              (11) 
 

Ct = ftΦCt−1 + itΦg(WcxXt + Wcmmt−1 + bc)                                       

(12) 
 

Ot = Θ(WaxXt + Wommt−1 + WocCt + bo)                                              (13) 

 

mt = OtΦh(Ct)                                                             (14) 
 

yt = Wymmt + by                                                                                     (15) 

 

Where, Φis denoted as scalar vector product and Θ (. ) is represented as 
standard logistics sigmoid function, whichis identified using equation (16). 

 

Θ(X) =
1

1−ex                                                                                                (16) 

 

Where, ct,mt
 is denoted as activation vectors, b and W are specified as 

bias vectors and weight matrices. In addition, H (. ) is represented as sigmoid 
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function of centered logistic which ranges from [-3, 3] that is mathematically 

denoted in equation (17) and (18). 
 

H(X) =
4

1−ex − 3                                                                                     (17)     

 

Where, C (. ) is represented as sigmoid function of centered logistic, 
which ranges [2,-2] that is mathematically denoted in equation (18). 

 

C(X) =
2

1−ex − 2                                                                                         (18) 

 
LSTM is trained by using real time recurrent learning and truncated back 

propagation. For time management in LSTM classifier, self-assertive time 

slacks are used along with longer dependencies. The most dominant features 

choose by modified reliefF is fed to LSTM and then optimize its learning rate 
utilizing Adam optimization technique, because it is invariant to rescale the 

diagonal gradients, needs less memory space, easy in implementation and 

productive in computation. After classifying the non-tumor and tumor 
images, Euclidean distance measure is applied for retrieving the relevant 

non-tumor or tumor CT images, as per the query image. Euclidean distance 

between the templates are calculated by using the equation (19). 

 

Euclideandistance =  √∑ (ix − iy)2n
x,y=1                                                   (19) 

 

Where, i and j are denoted as Euclidean vectors, and n is denoted as 

position of the Euclidean point. 
 

4 Result and Discussion 
 

In this research, the proposed model was simulated using MATLAB 

(version 2018a) environment with 128 GB RAM, 3 TB memory, and 3.0 

GHz- i9 processor. The proposed model performance was related with a prior 
research work [11] for estimating the effectiveness. The proposed model 

performance was validated by means of fall-out, precision, accuracy, recall, 

and miss rate. 
 

4.1 Performance Metric 
 

Performance measure is a mechanism of collecting, investigating and 
reporting information about the group or individual. In this work, fall-out, 

precision, accuracy, recall, and miss rate are used to validate the proposed 

model performance. The mathematical equations of precision, fall-out, 
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accuracy, recall, and miss rate are denoted in the equations (20), (21), (22), 
(23), and (24). 

Precision =
TP

FP+TP
× 100                                                                          (20) 

 

Fall out =
FP

FP+TN
× 100                                                                             (21) 

 

Accuracy =
TP+TN

FN+TP+TN+FP
× 100                                                               

(22) 
 

Recall =
TP

FN+TP
× 100                                                                                (23) 

 

Miss Rate =
FN

TP+FN
× 100                                                                          (24) 

 

Where, FN is specified as false negative,FP is denoted as false positive, 

TN is indicated as true negative, and TP is denoted as true positive. 

 
4.2 Quantitative Investigation on Non-tumor CT Images 

 
In this phase, LiTS database is utilized to investigate the proposed and 

existing models performance. In this scenario, the proposed model 

performance is investigated by means of precision, miss rate, recall, 
accuracy, and fall out, which is numerically detailed in table 1. Here, the 

performance analysis is validated for 395 images with 70% (277 images) 

training of data and 30% (118 images) testing of data. Simulation result 

states that the LSTM out-performed the existing classification methods; 
Support Vector Machine (SVM),random forest, and Deep Neural Network 

(DNN). The precision of LSTM is 97.92% and the existing classifiers: 

random forest, SVM and DNN delivers 68%, 78.04% and 92.20% of 
precision. Correspondingly, the recall of LSTM is 97.20% and other 

classification approaches delivers 45.29%, 76.92% and 91.02% of recall. 

Additionally, the accuracy of LSTM is 96.86% and the existing classification 
approaches: random forest, SVM and DNN achieves 55.93%, 78.02% and 

88.94% of accuracy. Graphical illustration of proposed model in light of 

precision, recall, and accuracy is indicated in figure 3. 

 
Table 1.Performance investigation of the proposed model on non-tumor CT images 

Classifier 
Precision 

(%) 

Recall 

(%) 

Accuracy 

(%) 

Miss rate 

(%) 

Fall out 

(%) 

Random 

forest 
68 45.29 55.93 23.01 33.03 

SVM 78.04 76.92 78.02 18 27.09 

DNN 92.20 91.02 88.94 16.67 14.93 
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LSTM 97.92 97.20 96.86 4.20 8.09 

 

 
Figure 3 Graphical evaluation of proposed model by means of precision, recall, and accuracy 

on non-tumor CT images 

Similarly, the miss rate of LSTM classifier is 4.20% and the existing 

classifiers: random forest, SVM and DNN delivers 23.01%, 18% and 16.67% 
of miss rate. Additionally, the fall out of LSTM is 8.09% and the existing 

classifiers delivers 33.03%, 27.09% and 14.93% of fall out. Table 1 clearly 

shows that the LSTM performs significantly related to existing classifiers on 
LiTS database. The sample retrieved non-tumor CT images are stated in 

figure 4. Graphical illustration of proposed model by means of miss rate and 

fall out is represented in figure 5.  

 
 

Figure 4 Sample retrieved non-tumor CT images 
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Figure 5 Graphical comparison of the proposed model in terms of miss rate and fall out on 

non-tumor CT images 

 

4.3 Quantitative Investigation on Tumor CT Images 
 

In table 2, the proposed model performance is validated on tumor CT 

images. From the simulation, the retrieval accuracy of LSTM classifier is 

96.90%, and the comparative classifiers (random forest, SVM and DNN) 

attains 55%, 78.44% and 92.67% of accuracy. Respectively, the precision, 
recall, miss rate, and fall out of LSTM classification approach is 98%, 96%, 

9.41%, and 6.06%. In contrast, the comparative classifiers (random forest, 

SVM and DNN) achieves minimum precision and recall value, and 
maximum miss rate and fall out value compared to LSTM classifier. The 

sample retrieved tumor CT images are denoted in figure 6. Graphical 

representation of proposed model by means of fall-out, accuracy, precision, 

recall, and miss rate value on tumor CT images is indicated in the figures 7 
and 8. 
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Figure 6 Sample retrieved tumor CT images 

 

Table 2 Performance investigation of the proposed model on tumor CT images 

Classifier 
Precision 

(%) 
Recall (%) 

Accuracy 

(%) 

Miss rate 

(%) 

Fall out 

(%) 

Random 

forest 
63.02 50.08 55 33.87 29 

SVM 74.92 72.97 78.44 24.09 26.08 

DNN 90 90 92.67 18.01 17.77 

LSTM 98 96 96.90 9.41 6.06 

 

 
Figure 7 Graphical comparison of the proposed model in terms of precision, recall, and 

accuracy on tumor CT images 
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Figure 8 Graphical comparison of the proposed model in terms of miss rate and fall out on 
tumor CT images 

 

4.4 Comparative Investigation 
 

The comparative investigation of proposed and existing model is denoted 
in the table 3. Mirasadi&Foruzan [11] presented a new CBMIR system for 

liver lesion retrieval. In this literature, entropy, contrast, correlation, 

homogeneity, intensity, and energy feature techniques were used for 
extracting the feature vectors from the images and then matched by utilizing 

correlation graph distance measure. In this research, LiTS dataset was used 

for verifying the efficiency of developed method. In the experimental 

consequence, the developed work achieved 94.09% of accuracy, 84.2% of 
recall, and 83.60% of precision. Related to comparative model, the proposed 

model achieved 96.88% of retrieval accuracy, 96.60% of recall, and 97.96% 

of precision that were highercompared to existing work. In this research, the 
proposed feature extraction and selection methods significantly identifies 

linear and non-linear feature vectors of CT images. In addition, the 

undertaken methods effectively preserves the relationship between lower and 
global level feature vectors. The undertaken performance measures showed 

that the proposed model performs effectively in CBMIR related to 

comparative work. 

 
Table 3Comparative investigation of existing and proposed model 

 
Methodology Accuracy (%) Precision (%) Recall (%) 

Manifold learning [11] 94.09 83.60 84.2 

Proposed model 96.88 97.96 96.60 
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The aim of this research work is to propose a proper feature extraction, 
selection and classifier for retrieving the relevant medical images using LiTS 

dataset. In this research, SURF and LTP features are undertaken for 

extracting the feature values from the enhanced CT images. Next, modified 

reliefFis accomplished for choosing the active feature values. Hence, a set of 
dominant features are obtained by choosing the active feature values from the 

extracted features. Selected active feature values are classified by utilizing 

LSTM and the templates are matched by using Euclidean distance. 
Compared to existing model, proposed model delivered a better performance 

in light of quantitative investigation. From the experimental analysis, the 

proposed model attained 96.88% of retrieval accuracy, but the existing work 

obtained only 94.09% of retrieval accuracy on LiTS database. In future work, 
a novelretrieval model is proposed to further improve the performance of 

CBMIR. 
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